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WHY have you disturbed me by bringing me up?

Then Samuel said to Saul, “Why have you
disturbed me by bringing me up?” Saul answered,
“I am in great distress, for the Philistines are
warring against me, and God has turned away
from me and answers me no more, either by
prophets or by dreams. Therefore I have
summoned you to tell me what I shall do.” And
Samuel said, “Why then do you ask me, since
the Lord has turned from you and become your

enemy? The Lord has done to you as he spoke by me, for the Lord has torn the kingdom out
of your hand and given it to your neighbor, David. 1 Samuel 28:15-17

In order to restore this through indemnity, you must do the opposite things. That is where
the term “absolute faith” came from. Since the first ancestors of humankind fell due to their
disbelief, we must overcome this and move up. We must move above the line where our
ancestors fell. We must have absolute faith. Absolute faith goes forward until we die, or even
beyond death. It wants to go forward even when a person is dying.

 You do not understand absolute faith, do you? Where is the limit of absolute faith? If I were
to compare it with the living person, it is a person who is willing to go forward even if he is
dying. And even when this person dies, he falls not sideways, but straight forward. In this
sense, if I deny my faith, I choose the way of death.  SMM, CSG Book 8 * Sin and
Restoration Through Indemnity, p. 1216

Greetings!
At the beginning of the service Hyung Jin Nim explained that he is
preparing to travel to Korea and Japan. He hopes to meet with the
incoming leaders of South Korea to discuss the need for the 2nd

Amendment and culture of self-defense.

The root of word for sin means “missing the mark.” The passage in
Samuel 28 recounts how, because he has rebelled against God, King Saul no
longer feels His presence and guidance. He sees David, the person God has
anointed as the new king, as his enemy. He is seeking a prophecy from one of the
mediums he had banned nationwide, but the one he receives from the deceased
prophet Samuel is that, because of his rebellion, Saul and his sons will all be
killed in battle the next day.

Hak Ja Han saw her anointed youngest son as an enemy as well. She often sought
guidance from mediums. Interesting that Hilary Clinton was also into mediums
and seances. They wanted to hear messages from spirits, instead of repenting and
talking to the highest in the spirit world, God.
Many Christians don’t want to see the ugly realities of this world, but that allows
Satan to work in the dark.
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An interview with army veteran Christopher Thompson, who has had 10
deployments in Afghanistan, will be aired on Tuesday’s King’s Report. In order to
defeat the enemy he had to identify the “good” bad guys to fight against the “bad”
bad guys.

In 2008, True Father asked Kook Jin Nim and Hyung Jin Nim to clean up church
practices in Korea. Many UC pastors were like a den of bureaucrats. That’s when
they began the practice of members electing their pastors. So, of course, the two
brothers were hated and church leaders began to collaborate with the Han mother
to have them removed.

Trump tried to work with Putin to draw away Russia from China. But now under
Biden we have the Ukraine war. The ban on trade with Russia will lead to the
crash of the U.S. dollar as more countries buy Russian oil and gas in other
currencies. Many elites are trying to push the CCP model of mass surveillance and
a new digital currency in the U.S. which allow control of those with low “social
credit scores.” 

A 2021 study in the UK that found that after one year of puberty blockers, kids
suffer stunted growth and no alleviation in their feelings of gender dysphoria. The
transgender agenda is to convince children they can be gods and ignore nature.
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Russia is by no means an ideal country, but at least they do not allow teaching
children to change their gender.  

We need to get right with God. We should not work with the UN and other
institutions that have anti-God and anti-human agendas.

*********************

Fed Judge Dismisses Family Fed's
lawsuit Against Sanctuary

On March 30, 2022, Judge
Jennifer P. Wilson
dismissed the HSAUWC
lawsuit (filed on July 30,
2018) that sought to
prevent Sanctuary Church
from using the Tongil
symbol and the term
"Cheon Il Guk" in any of its
events, broadcasts or
publications.

In effect, the Federal
District Court for the
Middle District of
Pennsylvania agreed with
Sanctuary's argument that
"the court should abstain
from resolving any of the disputes raised in this litigation on the basis of the
ecclesiastical abstention doctrine because its affirmative defenses, which the court
is required to resolve in order to determine whether summary judgment should
be granted in this case, involve court inquiry into the operations of the Unification
church—an inquiry prohibited by the First Amendment."

For more details about the reasons for Judge Wilson's dismissal of the Family Fed
lawsuit, visit the Sanctuary website to download her ruling .

Donate to the Unification Sanctuary!
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Unification Sanctuary Financial Reports
 

Support the "Save America, Guard the World" Campaign!

**********

New Resources for Matching and Blessing

Sanctuary Matching Site

Sanctuary Blessing Site

**********

Jesus and True Father are One 
by Kerry Williams

Order on Amazon.com

**********

"Since humankind has received satanic blood, people
cannot return to God on their own. So the Messiah must
accomplish absolute restoration of the lineage, renewing the bloodline
that was defiled by Satan. This transition must be made. This is why
the Messiah must surely come."

January 7, 1988, Cheon Seong Gyeong, p. 127, 172-53, 1988.1.7

Father's Words on the 2nd Advent, his heir,
and Mother's Responsibility
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ORDER
Rod of Iron KINGDOM

Print or eBook Now!

**********

Sanctuary Online Store
  

**********

Sign Up for Weekly Sanctuary
Emails!

*********** 
May God bless you and your families! 

Sincerely,
Richard

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA

Highlighted Interviews from the King's Reports on YouTube
Sanctuary Audio Podcasts, Rod of Iron Kingdom Live Broadcasts***

ROI Kingdom Broadcasts on Rumble, Rod of Iron Ministries
SanctuaryBlessedLife.org, FreedomFaithAndFamily.org

ChristKingdomGospel.org  Sanctuary on Vimeo
Unification Sanctuary website, 

 Spanish Sanctuary Sermons, Sanctuary on Facebook
Korean Sermons on Youtube, Sanctuary Church - Japan

"Sanctuary Church" is short-hand for "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary" which is
from calligraphy on a scroll presented to Hyung Jin Moon by his father, Rev. Sun
Myung Moon. The purpose of the "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary, Inc." is to
"preserve and propagate the Biblically-based teachings of Reverend Sun Myung Moon."
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